
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHY MAINTENANCE! 

 

Do automatic gates need any servicing or a maintenance agreement? Yes, all automatic 

systems need servicing and maintaining, owners have a legal obligation to ensure their 

machine is safe at all time and a current maintenance agreement often protects them! 

 

       
 

Health & Safety Executive’s Safety Notice stresses gate systems should be “maintained 

by a reputable experienced company that comply with the standards. 

 

Why? Automatic entrance systems are machines and are potentially dangerous, becoming 

more so the older they get, as well as less reliable and if left unattended or neglected for 

too long, a greater chance of issues and risk are likely! All owners have an obligation to 

ensure their property is safe-in-use for all. 

 

Systems have been known to last for years if left alone, but the risks are too great to 

justify this approach. With resent child injury’s and deaths from power operated gates, 

the right maintenance, testing and good servicing is very important, with full records kept 

allowing the owner due diligence and retaining piece-of-mind accordingly. 

 

If a gate system does not work correctly, users can be locked in or out of the property, 

they will not wait days or weeks for adequate response, nor a suitable solution, to their 

access problem. A good maintenance agreement should provide for suitable service and 

repair assistance within agreed time scales. 

 

  
 



What sort of agreement should we have? The right type of agreement can be tailor-made 

to suit every unique system configuration and design sensitive to the requirements and 

budget of each customer. 

 

Maintaining a system will, without doubt, increase its life expectancy as well as its 

service for all users, settings can be adjusted to suit ever changing requirements and site 

conditions throughout the years. Up keeping the correct functionality will ensure 

reasonable site safety and security is in order, together with numerous other problems that 

could be averted by regular servicing and inspection. 

 

        
 

Obvious examples are apparent as many sites rely on absolute system reliability. From a 

mother protecting her children from a busy road, to  Police station access gates, hospital 

barriers, customer and staff access to commercial properties, leisure facilities, golf clubs, 

car parks, toll roads, the list is great and the need for maintenance just as important. 

 

System support is the most important feature toward making the most of the original 

investment, which could otherwise be in jeopardy if not maintained correctly. 

 

 

  
 

Every day sensible people protect their investment enjoying well maintained gates! 
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